Optimized design of an ocean observing system for biogeochemistry in a changing climate

1. Summary

While great strides have been made in ocean observing technology over the last decades, the ocean remains significantly under-sampled with respect to biogeochemistry. However, there is mounting evidence that the ocean is currently undergoing detectable changes and is not in steady state, with this having the potential to alter the ocean’s future role in not only carbon uptake, but also the rates and locations of ocean acidification, the supply of oxygen to ocean ecosystems, and the availability of nutrients to fuel ecosystems and fisheries.

Concurrent advances in ocean biogeochemical models have facilitated the development of Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs). OSSEs allow one to assess the skill of observing systems in identifying target signals. The goal of this Working Group is to make recommendations for optimal observing system design through combined consideration of observing platforms and state-of-the-art models.

2. Scientific Background and Rationale

In light of the public awareness and urgency of monitoring the oceans, the oceanographic biogeochemistry and ecosystem communities have articulated a number of key questions:

(A) How is the ocean uptake and storage of carbon distributed in time and space? Is it changing?
(B) What are the climatological structures of net community production (NCP), export production (EP), and primary production (PP) in the ocean?
(C) What are the climatological structures of ecosystem stressors in the ocean, including ocean de-oxygenation and the saturation state of aragonite ($Q_{arag}$)? And how are these changing in time?
(D) How do the principal biological provinces evolve in time? And how are they modulated by the subduction and obduction of nutrients within the ocean?

A variety of methods have been developed to characterize the evolving ocean uptake of carbon, making use of both interior inventory changes and global air-sea fluxes inferred from surface pCO$_2$ data, and the suite of methods applied in the RECCAP efforts of the Global Carbon Project. The results from the RECCAP efforts revealed that for much of the global ocean, large discrepancies remain at all but the largest spatial and temporal scales among the different techniques used to estimate carbon uptake.

For productivity, community efforts have led to the development of climatologies for Net Community Production (NCP), Export Production (EP), and Net Primary Productivity (NPP), and time-varying NPP products from satellite data. Ocean biological provinces have been characterized through a variety of methods that synthesize a broad range of constraints (Sarmiento et al., 2004). Combined use of time-series data and repeat hydrographic measurements has facilitated the characterization of the ocean climatology, as well as trends in ocean de-oxygenation and acidification.

Each of the above goals still faces challenges associated with data/sampling sparsity issues of the
current observing system. One such challenge is temporal bias given the tendency for most ship-board measurements to be made in summer. Another is spatial bias clearly encompassing the sparse coverage over many regions of the Southern Hemisphere. It is also important to consider that many of the successes in monitoring with the existing observing network have relied heavily on surface measurements, including those relying on pCO₂ and remote sensing products. An emerging conceptual framework of using ocean water masses to understand biogeochemical provinces and ecosystems has begun to emerge, but to date this approach has tended to focus on models due to lack of seasonal coverage. Additionally, the current CMIP5 generation of Earth System Models indicates that biogeochemical provinces aren’t stationary and will be impacted by shifting gyre boundaries and water mass structures (Bopp et al., 2001; Sarmiento et al., 2004; Bopp et al., 2013). Importantly, these questions are largely interrelated since ecosystem patterns are tightly connected to biogeochemical processes as well as to the 3-D structure of the ocean circulation. Given this inter-relatedness, and the potentially high cost of expanding the observing system, it is critical to consider ways to optimize the observing system.

Our goal in proposing a SCOR Working group is to develop an integrated view of observing system design that will optimally sample the ocean to address the needs of the community. Our interests as a Working Group span the four questions detailed above, although given the time constraints and scope of a SCOR Working Group our priorities will be on the first two. The observational challenges of answering these questions will clearly benefit from assessment of a shared multi-platform observing network, with a number of the essential ocean variables being common to our central priorities. A critically important goal in optimizing the observing network will be the specification of quantitative thresholds for detection of the fields described above, and to optimize the observing system to balance the needs of the community. It would of course be advantageous to define such thresholds for specific variables measured (T, S, DIC, nutrients, etc.) rather than for the more abstract concepts listed above. This will benefit from work that has already been conducted to define Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs) for physics, biogeochemistry, and ecosystems. Sampling strategies for these variables can then make use of Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs) with state-of-the-art forced ocean model runs. For OSSEs, the full evolving state of the model can be assessed to round-off precision, and strategies for observing system design can be tested. Of course all of the caveats involved with using models will need to be considered as well.

This type of strategy has already been investigated with OSSEs for the case of carbon uptake by the ocean (item “A” above), where the Large Scale CO₂ Observing Plan (LSCOP) of Bender et al. (2002) prescribed 10% uncertainty in net carbon uptake as an upper bound for the target accuracy of the Repeat Hydrography network. This has been considered by Plancherel et al. (2013) for the case of uptake of anthropogenic carbon over the North Atlantic between the 1990s and 2000s (WOCE-to-CLIVAR), where it was argued that the Repeat Hydrography network should be capable of detecting decadal trends to within 10%. This strategy was also considered for the case of monitoring pCO₂ (and thereby air-sea fluxes of CO₂) over the Southern Ocean by Majkut et al. (2014). There an idealized representation of floats measuring pCO₂ was used to argue that 200 floats could be sufficient to monitor decadal trends in air-sea CO₂ fluxes. The non-eddying ocean model configurations used in these studies provide a useful first platform for iterative interactions with the observational community, and it is expected that models will benefit greatly from this interaction.

If an uncertainty threshold of 10% is considered appropriate for the other variables of interest, the current ocean observing system is insufficient. Although important work has been done in characterizing decadal trends in ocean interior O₂, we are not yet able to construct a global monthly climatology of O₂ in the upper ocean to within uncertainties of 10%. Clearly, even greater challenges lie in developing monthly climatologies for NCP, PP, and EP over the global ocean within a 10% threshold. The question naturally arises, if one begins by specifying an uncertainty threshold, what would be the optimal path for expanding the current observing system in order to achieve this goal? In addressing this question, it is important to consider water masses as a unifying framework for ocean biogeochemistry (Walin, 1981; Iudicone et al.,
2011), and their value in the interpretation of data. The importance of water masses to classifications of biomes is already implicit in the study of Sarmiento et al. (2004), through the upwelling and subduction patterns over large scales.

2.1 Overview of target signals and tools

The central objective here is to recommend an optimally designed ocean observing system for addressing the science objectives listed at the head of this document. The system will need to be expanded to satisfy simultaneously the needs of physical, biogeochemical, and ecosystems communities, while at the same time integrating with and adding value to existing observing system elements such as Argo.

Through activities of the GOOS Framework for Ocean Observing (Task Team for an Integrated Framework for Sustained Ocean Observing, 2012), efforts are now underway to address a number of related objectives for ocean observing, including:

1. To define a suite of Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs) for physics, biogeochemistry, and ecosystems for both scientific and resource management (monitoring) considerations
2. To coordinate observing networks that contribute to the EOVs, including issues of standards, data sharing, and developing metrics etc.
3. To coordinate with partner organizations to reach a consensus data model for EOVs
4. To propose pilot projects for expansion of the observing network.

Although the larger objectives pertain to the science and resource management questions described above, the quantitative assessment of network design will hinge on measurements of a suite of Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs). We intend to build upon the recommendations provided by GOOS panels and advisory groups, themselves drawing on international expertise, in articulating the target variables and necessary sampling resolution for the expansion of the observing network.

The overarching goal of the Working Group will be to make a series of recommendations for pilot projects, as well more general recommendations for optimized design of the ocean observing system. Equally importantly, the group will also draw on the recommendations of GOOS panels in recommending a suite of unified EOVs for both the pilot projects and the global observing network. The recommendations will be focused on determining the optimal network design needed to address the set of community-shared scientific and monitoring priorities detailed at the head of this document. In other words, what is needed to achieve the high priority scientific goals listed above? What are the estimated costs?

Efforts to better quantify productivity (NCP, PP, and EP) will be important to both carbon cycle and ecosystems research, and improved estimates will be contingent on seasonally resolving, three-dimensional measurements. Important efforts have already been made to characterize these quantities through the use of remote sensing products. However, in the absence of seasonally varying subsurface fields, quantifying uncertainty associated with these fields has proven elusive. Thus, for the suite of biogeochemical and physical EOVs needed to characterize NCP, PP, and EP, the precision threshold should be ~10%. In addition to proposing optimal EOVs for monitoring the carbonate system in the ocean, our goal will be to recommend strategies to detect global surface ocean trends, and to characterize thresholds for detection. It will be important to decide whether the 10% threshold is appropriate more generally, or whether a less stringent threshold of 20% or 25% would be appropriate.

Even with a perfect observing system, there is also the ever-present question of whether measured decadal trends can be interpreted as the secular anthropogenic climate signal, or to what extent natural variability is included. For example, this question has been raised concerning the current decadal hiatus in
global surface temperatures representing a pause in a trend towards global warming (Meehl et al., 2011). In this context, it is useful to consider uncertainties associated with the observing system itself as “systematic uncertainty”, and uncertainties associated with natural variability as “random uncertainty”. Modeling efforts such as Henson et al. (2010) and Henson et al. (2013) have sought to address detection of secular trends in the presence of natural variability.

All of this needs to be considered within the context of the multi-platform observing system described above.

2.2 Modeling issues

Global ocean biogeochemical models have grown in sophistication over the last decade. Two commonly used classes of ocean-only models are used widely, (a) state estimates that assimilate observations such as the ECCO and SODA models, and (b) forward models such as MOM and NEMO. Although models are and will continue to be ‘works in progress’, they have demonstrated value in testing observing system design through Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs).

Progress has been made in understanding the relationship between biogeochemical processes and water masses in the ocean (Iudicone et al., 2011), and this has been complemented by important efforts with eddy-permitting models to better understand water mass transformation processes (Nishikawa et al., 2013). The large-scale structures of biogeochemical properties are prescribed by the interplay between biological, chemical and thermodynamical processes and are thus best understood in terms of water masses. This three-dimensional dynamical view of the oceans needs to be coupled with ensembles of processes on seasonal and interannual time scales that further contribute to setting ocean properties in the photic zone. For example, the monitoring of nutrients in the interior has to be complemented by a characterization of the interplay between nutrient availability at the surface (as set by local physical and biological processes), and interior distributions via subduction-related processes and even non-local controls of surface processes (where obduction occurs). Important steps towards understanding the interplay between surface and interior processes have been taken (e.g., Palter et al., 2005). Again, this is considered to set the context for the Working Group activities, which will be specifically focused on the observing network.

3. Terms of Reference

The main goals of the Working Group will be to make recommendations that fall into three general categories. The first will be to characterize the ocean biogeochemical state from the existing network. The second will be to articulate an appropriate suite of Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs) building on and extending the work of GOOS advisory groups and other experts, as well as to consider detection thresholds and OSSE design. The third and fourth will be focused on recommendations for pilot studies and on optimization of the global observing network. These questions will be considered within the context of the newly available technology, such as biogeochemical sensors for profiling floats and gliders, and complementing the existing global platforms such as Argo and remote sensing products.

4. Working Plan

4.1 Task Set #1: Characterize the ocean biogeochemical state from existing network

The first task set will involve a careful evaluation and review of what can be inferred from the
existing observing network. Here we will identify ‘state-of-the-art’ estimates as those that have appeared in the peer-reviewed scientific literature.

(i) What is the optimal combination of Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs) for meeting the needs of communities monitoring physical oceanography, ocean biogeochemistry, and ocean ecosystems?

(ii) What estimates exist for the rate at which carbon is being absorbed by the global ocean?

(iii) What quantified estimates exist for biological productivity, and what are the associated uncertainties in current estimates of PP, NCP, and EP?

(iv) What is understood about the important ecosystem stressors, including ocean de-oxygenation and acidification parameters?

(v) What is the state-of-the-art for ocean biogeochemical modeling?

4.2 Task Set #2: Define detection thresholds and OSSE design

The second task set will focus on a synthesis of the candidate target variables and multiple-platform optimization:

(i) Refine and specify the target suite of Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs), incorporating the lists provided by the advisory panels to GOOS;

(ii) Refine and specify precision thresholds for these EOVs, both for climatological and secular trends;

(iii) Recommend a suite of models and conceptual tools that will be appropriate to the OSSE design;

(iv) Set a list of priorities as requirements for a unified OSSE design. It will be important to assess, for example, the degree to which winter under-sampling biases can be reduced with no cost through re-allocation of resources used for summer sampling.

4.3. Task Set #3: Design of pilot studies

The third suite of priorities concerns pilot studies for the observing goals described above. The goal will be to address temporal and spatial sampling issues in regions that are known to be important for the suite of questions listed at the beginning of this document. An important example would be that of subtropical mode waters, whose formation regions are at best severely under-sampled at the present time during winter. In this case one would choose a specific subtropical mode water formation region that can be considered broadly representative, and consider the pertinent spatial and temporal scales for monitoring. In addition to subtropical mode waters, it would be of interest to include regions representative of western and eastern boundary regimes, as well as subpolar and equatorial obduction or re-emergence regimes. Pilot studies will need to directly address the broader question of optimal system design. The important questions will include:
(i) Which dynamical regimes (mode water formations, boundary regions, obduction regions) and what seasons are most poorly constrained with the current observing system, for the suite of EOVs developed through Task Set #1?

(ii) What are representative regions well suited for Pilot Studies?
And should a relatively stringent 10% uncertainty threshold be appropriate?

(iii) What pilot studies can help to identify the critical temporal and spatial scales for these regions?

4.4 Task Set #4: Recommendations for optimizing the global observing network

The fourth set of priorities concerns the more general question of the global observing network. This will draw on the recommendations made for OSSEs as well as the recommendations made for pilot studies. The questions to be addressed are:

(i) What is an appropriate uncertainty threshold for the EOVs as part of a global observing network? Would a less stringent threshold for uncertainty (e.g. 20% or 25%) be reasonable on global scales for 3-d fields, and a relatively stringent threshold (e.g. 10%) for surface fields?

(ii) What are the critical scales and processes needed for OSSEs on global scales?

(iii) What are the challenges for an integrated multi-platform OSSE?

5. Working Group Membership, Group Activities, and Capacity Building

5.1 Capacity Building

The members of the Working Group represent a broad international group of researchers with interdisciplinary research experience. In addition to scientific expertise in both observational- and modeling-based research, members of the Working Group have been actively involved in efforts to develop new observing strategies and/or the development and application of Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs). In developing proposals for optimal observing system design, our interests are in building an international effort that builds capacity in developing countries as well as with younger scientists. Our final meeting will be held in a developing country. As two of our Full Members are representing South Africa and Brazil, it is our intention that the final meeting should occur in one of these two countries. It will be our intention with the final meeting to additionally organize a Workshop for two days on Observing System Design, with this meeting open to local participants. Special attention will be devoted to attracting early career scientists to the Workshop.
## Full Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Place of work</th>
<th>Expertise relevant to proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Keith Rodgers (co-Chair)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Global ocean biogeochemical modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Daniele Iudicone (co-Chair)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Ocean biogeochemical modeling and water mass analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Toshio Suga (co-Chair)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Large-scale ocean circulation and ventilation processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Moacyr Araújo</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Modeling of ocean circulation and turbulence, and modeling of ocean biogeochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Hervé Claustre</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Ocean color; optical oceanography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Katja Fennel</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Regional biogeochemical modeling; data assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Stephanie Henson</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Biological responses to climate variability and climate change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Masao Ishii</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Ocean carbon and biogeochemical measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Eun Young Kwon</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Global ocean biogeochemical modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Marcello Vichi</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Global ocean biogeochemical modeling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Associate Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Place of work</th>
<th>Expertise relevant to proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Claudie Beaulieu</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Statistical analysis and trend detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Maria Cavanaugh</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Ocean biological provinces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Fabrizio d’Ortenzio</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Marine optics and remote sensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Burke Hales</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Ocean biogeochemical measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Andrew Lenton</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Global ocean biogeochemical modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Sayaka Yasunaka</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Variability in carbon and nutrient cycling in the ocean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Working Group Activities

Annual meetings will be organized by invitation, and will be limited to the members and invited experts to provide summaries of progress and to recommend future directions for the Working Group. We propose that one annual meeting be convened per year during 2015-2017. The first meeting will be in Japan, where Task Sets #1 and #2 will be considered. The second meeting will be conducted in New Orleans to coincide with the 2016 Ocean Sciences meeting, and this will be dedicated to Task Set #3. At the Ocean Sciences meeting, we will also organize a Town Hall meeting. The final meeting, which we intend to have in either South Africa or Brazil, will be dedicated to Task Set #4 as well as a synthesis of the first three Task Sets.

We also intend to develop and submit a paper on Observing System Design to Biogeosciences. Additionally, the suite of recommendations prepared by the group will be made available to the community in the form of reports of the annual meetings.

5.3 Deliverables

The principal deliverables of the Working Group will be consist of the set of recommendations for: a unified set of Essential Ocean Variables, thresholds for detection of these variables, and a suite of Observing System Simulation Experiments. Additionally we will issue a set of recommendations for pilot studies and for the optimized global network. An additional deliverable will be the review article authored by the members on Observing System Design, to be submitted to Biogeosciences (open access).

6. Working Group Contributions

Here we present the contributions expected from the Full Members. Keith Rodgers’ contributions will derive from his experience in using ocean models to interpret ocean biogeochemical measurements, as well as from experience in the design and interpretation of Observing System Simulation Experiments. Daniele Iudicone’s contributions will reflect his research efforts to apply water mass transformation analysis to ocean carbon and biogeochemistry. Toshio Suga’s contributions will derive from his extensive experience with Argo floats, as well as his extensive research experience involving ocean circulation and ventilation processes. Moacyr Araújo’s contribution will stem from his broad interdisciplinary work with both observing system elements and models. Hervé Claustre’s contribution to the Working Group will reflect his wide-ranging research into ocean ecosystems, through combined use of multiple elements of the ocean observing network, including Argo. Katja Fennel’s contribution will derive from her broad experiences using models to interpret ocean biogeochemical measurements and ocean ecosystems. Stephanie Henson’s contribution will result from her experience in trend detection for ocean biology and ecosystems, within the context of climate change, as well as her experience in questions of observing system requirements to detect trends in ocean biology and ecosystems. Masao Ishii’s contribution will follow from his extensive work with measuring and interpreting ocean biogeochemistry and acidification trends, as well as through his leadership experience in producing the PACIFICA data product. Eun Young Kwon’s contribution will reflect her expertise in modeling both ocean biogeochemistry and ocean ventilation processes. Marcello Vichi’s contribution will follow from his extensive experience in modeling ocean biology and ecosystems.

7. Overview of existing SCOR elements

The proposed Working Group will build on the results of previous Working Groups supported
through SCOR. In particular, we intend to build on the results of WG 142 focused on Quality Control Procedures for Oxygen and Other Biogeochemical Sensors on Floats and Gliders, as well as on WG 143, on Dissolved N₂O and CH₄ measurements. Interaction with WG 142 will be facilitated that both Hervé Claustre and Katja Fennel (Full Members in our proposal) are members of that WG. If our proposal is supported, we will also contact the co-chairs of WG143 so as to benefit from their work as well.
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